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President’s Message

It's hard to believe that we are near
the end of another successful year as
a society and it’s time to elect new
officers for 2015-2016! A slate of candidates for officer and board member
positions has been prepared and the
election will take place at the business
meeting on October 19, 2014.
The society reached another milestone this month with the publication
of a new book, "Rio Grande Valley
Veterans, Our Heroes." Congratulations and thank you to Dr. Alonzo
Cavazos, Editor and to the many veterans and family members who submitted the stories that make this a
memorable and outstanding book.
The November 16 meeting will be the
last gathering for 2014 and a fun
event. This is the one time a year
when we get together to just talk.
There will be refreshments, time to ask
questions, discuss individual genealogical "finds" and display trees or
pedigree charts. Bring your charts,
family albums, and cookies or other
goodies to share and who knows - you
just might discover some new connections.
Our society can only continue to be
strong, successful and vital with the
support of its members. Renew your
membership and commit to playing a
more active role in the future growth of
the society.

Mary Torres

October 15, 2014

Books for Sale

BOOKS FOR SALE

Cameron County Marriages –
Grooms
1848—1943, A-L, $40.00
+Shipping
Cameron County Marriages—
Grooms, 1848-1943, M-Z,
$40.00 + Shipping
Cameron County Marriages—
Brides 1848-1943, A-L, $40.00
+ Shipping
Cameron County Marriages—
Brides 1848-1943, M-Z, $40.00
+ Shipping
Mas Antes—a book of family stories, $40 + shipping
El Soliseño Cemetery— $10 +
shipping (complimentary dvd of
present day El Soliseño included)
Journal 2011
Journal 2012
Journal 2013
San Fernando, Tamaulipas, MX,
Baptisms, 1856
Reynosa Marriage Index 18111823 $35.00 + shipping
(visit our website for order
form or call Annie at 956-4549419)
www.rgvhispanicgenealogicals
ociety.com
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Marriages

“Joseph
Francisco
Cavasos “

Villa de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Reinosa 15 Feb 1751
Groom:: Joseph Francisco Cavasos, son of Juan Cavasos and Esmeregilda de
Ochoa . Bride: Ana Josefa Cantu, daughter of Carlos Cantu and Ana Getrudis
Cavasos (Camargo Records)

Visit us on
Facebook

Meeting Dates
October 19—Mr. Wilson Bourgeois—Tejanos iin the American
Civil War
November 20— Work Shop/Open
House/Family Trees
January 18—TBA

Facebook

Visit our Facebook Page
often. Click on “Like”
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Brick Walls
I know that I’ve written on this topic before but I’m always searching for
another way of trying to find those ancestors who seem to be hiding from me.
Have you tried following an ancestor’s sibling? Switching your focus to a
sibling might give you a way around that brick wall. For example when I was
looking for my gggrandfather’s marriage record, I could not find him anywhere
except in the 1850 census. I also found a marriage record that could've been
his but the surname was hard to read. I knew his son’s name, my ggrandfather.
I found his, my ggrandfather’s, baptismal record. Taking a closer look at the
record I noted who his godparents were. Because the godmother’s surname
was the same as my gggrandfather. I hypothesized that they were siblings. I
then looked for the godparents and although it was not clear that they were
married (the godmother was listed with her maiden name), I discovered that
they were. Using the information on that marriage record, I compared the
two and realized that I had the correct marriage record. It had been indexed
incorrectly.

Google Tip
Have you ever received a “404This Page Not Found” message?
Then hit the back button to return to the search results list.
Then click on the unavailable
item’s “Cached” link to view
Google’s archived snapshot of
the page. Copy and paste any information you find useful.

Saltillo Volumes
You probably already get Crispin Rendon’s e-mails regarding
his great books, but just in
case, here is the link for his
Saltillo,Volume 9:
http://home.earthlink.net/
~crisrendon/scmv9.pdf

“I received a
very nice
printed
certificate…
”

Research Tip

If there is a period of time where
you are not certain where your
ancestor was living or what he was
doing, then you have an opportunity.
Short gaps where a person is
"missing" could mean military service,
an out-of-state job, a short-lived
marriage, a trip in search of gold, etc.
Or it could simply mean they never
moved and simply didn't leave any
records for a three year time period.
But if you never look one thing is
certain--you'll never know.
Michael John Neill, "Genealogy Tip of
the Day," http://
genealogytipoftheday.blogspot.com,
Queries

Searching for information on the
parents of Nicolas Osuna, who was
born about 1860 in Mexico. He married
Manuela Guajardo on September 4,
1878 in Hidalgo, Texas. Contact Mary
Torres : torresmaro@att.net

“But if you
never look one
thing is certain…”
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Ancestry and FindAGrave

“I equate
this to
looking for
ancestors in
the pet
cemetery.”

One learns so many things at conferences. One realizes things that
perhaps are known but not thought about. At the recent
Federation of Genealogical Societies’ conference, I had a discussion
with one of the attendees about the acquisition of FindAGrave by
Ancestry .com. What I had not realized was that pets were
included in the information on FindAGrave. We discussed how in
the future, our descendants might be looking for “Baily Wyatt” and
might not realize that that was a family dog and not an ancestor.
Somehow this realization diminished Ancestry for me. I equate
this to looking for ancestors in the pet cemetery. The other thing I
had not thought about was cremations. Where do you search?
Family Search Marriage

“En Tres de
Mayo de mil y
seis cientos y
setenta y seis
años murio el
Capan Diego
Rodrigues de
Montemaior
español, fue
casado con Ynes
de la Garza...”

Visit our website to review our Mission
Statement
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New Book

New book
by Dr. Lino
Garcia, Jr.

Dr. Lino Garcia has written a new book titled Colonial Spanish
Texas and Other Essays. If anyone is interested, please send your
complete name, complete mailing address and a check
for $15 for each copy requested to:
Dr. Lino Garcia,Jr.
1723 W. Smith
Edinburg Texas 78541
SCHOLARSHIP
Scholarships are so important for
our Hispanic students. Although
some may argue that many
scholarships are out there, I believe
that many of our Hispanic students
do not receive them for whatever
reason. If you live in an area like I
do, then you realize that other
ethnic groups receive more than
their fair share. Besides, can there
ever be too many? Help the Society
raise funds for this scholarship.

Books

Book recommendation: if
you have ancestors from
San Fernando and Cruillas
consider the following:
Early Marriages in
Tamaulipas , San Fernando
1755-1797, Cruillas 17671812. by Irma Garza Cantú
I don’t know what
happened to San Fernando
records but this is an
excellent resource.

“These

are great
to have in
your
personal
library”
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July 2014
“Major
Resources for
Northeastern
Mexico for
Genealogical
Research”

In July 2014, Mr. Moises Garza presented a very informative program on
resources to assist you in searching for your ancestors.

September
2014
Presentation:
“A Short
History of
Land Titles”

For September’s meeting, Dr. Joe Chance presented “A Short History of Land Titles.”
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The Magic of Words in Bless Me, Ultima
By Felipe de OrtegoY Gasca, Ph.D
No Name in Chicano literature is as well known as Rudolfo Anaya’s, earning him
the sobriquet of “Godfather of Chicano Literature.” It’s not an underserved recognition, for indeed Anaya has advanced awareness of Chicano literature as no other
writer has. This is not to diminish the literary contributions of other Chicana/o
writers.
When I received the Patricia and Rudolfo Anaya Critica Nueva Award form the
University of New Mexico in 2005, Rudy commented at dinner that night that I did
not mention him in my study of Backgrounds of Mexican American Literature.To which
I reminded him that he was not yet published when I was completing Backgrounds of
Mexican American Literature (University of New Mexico, 1971), though he had been
writing throughout the 60’s. He came into his literary maturity towards the end of
the Chicano Renaissance (1966*1975) and quickly dominated the field with a string
of literary works.
His most remarkable work in that string of literary production is undoubtedly Bless
Me, Ultima, his first novel, about a seven-year-old boy coming to terms with life in
the New Mexican world of the llano in the years right after World War II. Since its
publication in 1972, the novel has been beset with criticism about its content and
its characters, namely that its content is vulgar and its characters–especially Ultima–
as gross depictions of witchcraft and Satanism, resulting in the book being banned
and burned.
Why would anyone want to burn a book about a seven year-old boy growing up in
the llanos of New Mexico whose father wants him to be a rancher and whose
mother wants him to be a priest? More distressingly, however, is that those who
want to burn the book are Americans. Despite the barrage of adverse criticism,
Bless Me, Ultima has become an American classic and a “family favorite of Laura
Bush, one of her 25 Books to Read.”
In Norwood, Colorado, in 2005, Bob Condor, Superintendent of Schools, granted
the request of parents to burn in a bonfire Bless Me, Ultima which had become the
center of a brouhaha at Norwood High School over “profanity” in the text and its
“pagan content.” Justifying his actions for burning the most influential novel in Chicano literature, Condor said, “That’s not the kind of garbage I want to sponsor at
this high school.” Never mind that he had not read it. In 1981, Bless me, Ultima
was burned in Bloomfield, New Mexico.
Bless Me, Ultima is a novel about a young boy, Antonio, and his quest for knowledge and self-identity as reflected by the nar-rator years later. In many ways, Antonio’s story in Bless Me, Ultima is similar to Holden Caufield’s story in Catcher in
the Rye, a story of self-discovery. In Bless Me, Ultima, Anaya sketches the perils of
youth and Antonio’s struggle to make sense of a world peopled by adults whose
behavior runs counter to social and religious injunctions.
Bless Me, Ultima is one of those rare works that surface into consciousness as one
reflects on the story of Antonio Marez and his remarkable relationship with Ultima,
the curandera who comes to live with the Marez family the summer when Antonio

Felipe de Ortego Y
Gasca, Ph. D

“Why would
anyone want to
burn a book
about a seven
year-old boy
growing up in
the llanos of
New Mexico
whose father
wants him to be
a rancher and
whose mother
wants him to be
a priest?”

Dr. Felipe de
Ortego Y Gasca
is a Scholar in
Residence, Chair,
Department of
Chicana/o Y
Hemispheric
Studies, Western
New Mexico
University, Silver
City, N. M.
Printed with
permission
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is almost seven. With the help of her owl, Ultima removes the blinders, as it were, from
Antonio’s eyes so he can see and come to terms with the world as it is and not the way it
is not. This clarity of mind is one of the essential tenets of curanderismo, particularly of
its aim as holistic healing.
As a curandera, a healer, Ultima is a mentor to Antonio, teaching him about “the pulse of
the earth and its beauty.” Like Minerva of the Romans, Ultima’s owl is not a creature of
witchery but a symbol of knowledge, of learning, which is why when the owl is killed in
the novel by Tenorio, Ultima instructs Antonio to bury the owl in the western hills be
neath a forked juniper tree. Ultima also explains to Antonio:
“When I was a child, I was taught my life’s work by a wise old man. He gave me the owl
and he said that the owl was my spirit, my bond to the time and harmony of the universe.
My work was to do good. I was to heal the sick and show them the path of goodness. But
I was not to interfere with the destiny of any man. Those who wallow in evil and brujería
[witchcraft] cannot understand this. They create a disharmony that in the end reaches out
and destroys life.”
Curanderismo is thus about the maintenance of harmony, ferreting out the disharmony
which destroys life. As a curandera, Ultima could exorcize evil. She could perform lim
pias, that is, cleanse homes of spiritual impurities. And as a partera (midwife), she helped
deliver all of Antonio’s siblings which is why Ultima has come to live with Antonio’s
family when they learn of Ultima’s straits in her old age. At Antonio’s first contact with
Ultima, la Grande (the elder) as she was called, he felt the power of the whirlwind sweep
around him when he grasped her hand to help her into the house on that day when she
first came to live with Maria Luna and Gabriel Marez when Antonio was almost 7.
In that moment when Antonio met Ultima, he saw for the first time through the eyes of
Ultima, as she swept her gaze at the surrounding hills, the wild beauty of the hills and the
magic of the green river. His nostrils quivered as he felt the song of the mockingbird and
the drone of the grasshoppers mingle with the pulse of the earth. The four directions of
the llano met in him, and the white sun shone on his soul. The granules of sand at his feet
and the sun and the sky above seemed to dissolve into one strange, complete being. A cry
came to his throat and he wanted to shout it and run in the beauty he had found.
Under Ultima’s careful guidance, Antonio learned “the names of plants and flowers, of
trees, and bushes, of birds and animals;” but most important, he “learned from her that
there was a beauty in the time of day and in the time of night, and that there was peace in
the river and in the hills.” Antonio tells us:
“She taught me to listen to the mystery of the groaning earth and to feel complete in the
fulfillment of its time . . . . I learned that my spirit shared in the spirit of all things.”
And in the incident over Lupito’s “execution” by the hunters, it’s Ultima’s owl that resto
res Antonio’s courage to deal with the situation.
“. . . I heard the owl. Between my gasps for air and my sobs I stopped and listened for its
song. My heart was pounding and my lungs hurt, but a calmness had come over the
moonlit night when I heard the hooting of Ultima’s owl. I stood still for a long time. I
realized that the owl had been with me throughout the night. It had watched over all that
had happened on the bridge. Suddenly the terrible, dark fear that had possessed me was
gone.”
(To be continued)

“THIS
CLARITY OF
MIND IS ONE
OF THE
ESSENTIAL
TENETS OF
CURANDERIS
MO,
PARTICULAR
LY OF ITS
AIM AS
HOLISTIC
HEALING.”

“Curanderismo
is thus about
the
maintenance of
harmony,
ferreting out
the disharmony
which destroys
life. ”

